


together, we decide the future

in the light of tomorrow

we create fabrics that matter

to do what you deem important

look at applications

look at specific wishes

think from meaning

together, towards a durable solution

we do it for ourselves and others

others who are a part of us

we do it for each other

working together

creating together

because the future matters

Lienesch meaningful collection

the pleated
collection that

matters



the future matters
Lienesch meaningful collection

We believe the future is important. Since 2001, Lienesch has 
been developing and pleating fabulous fabrics. We have 
always done this together with our partners, designers and 
customers. We truly “Create the future together”. For our 
common future we have now created the pleated Meaningful 
Collection. An exciting collection that matters, is honest and 
sustainable. Let’s create a beautiful future together!

Tailored to the needs of the customer, we developed a 
modular collection that matters and is meaningful. A 
modular collection based on the fundamentals of our best 
core fabrics combined with our outspoken dynamic designs. 
We know and understand the end consumer. This collection 
offers them our collective take on sustainability and 
circularity, well-being & comfort, trends and safety.



meaningful
+ matter

is the future

is giving meaning to
is getting to know one another 

is making choices

is sustainable

is partner oriented
is co-creation

is unique and personal

is pleasant

creating fabrics that matter



creating fabrics that matter
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enriched beauty

trends
A harmonious and well-balanced living 
environment is crucial to what makes people 
feel happy. You can translate this into colour, 
materials, a feeling or atmosphere.

Christiane Müller
creative advisor

pure comfort crafted expression



pure
comfort
positive sense of home

well being

essential

nesting

nurturing senses

simplicity

sculptural

soft tactility

natural feel



crafted
expression
bespoke and unique

rethinking surfaces

improvisation
expressive materials

artistic

abstract nature
made by hand



enriched 
beauty
sensorial luxury

vibrant light

sophisticated

elegant luster

glowing nature

sunset – sunrise



With our new pleated collection we would like to take 
you on a journey to a meaningful future. Do you 
want to know more or share what matters to you?

Then please don’t hesitate and e-mail to  
meaningful@lienesch.com where we 
can share our thoughts.

Lienesch meaningful collection
the pleated collection that matters

what matters
to you?
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